Library flasher

Copyright C , Matt Roberds. To the best of my knowledge, I believe that this information is true
and correct. However, you use any of this information at your own risk. Volkswagen used a
combination flasher and relay on , , and US-spec Buses for the turn signal and hazard warning
functions. Similar relays may also have been used on other Types. The Bus relay is commonly
known as a "9 prong box". Note: Some of this discussion will make a lot more sense if you can
follow along in the wiring diagram for your VW. Thanks, Thom! I have also made a simple
drawing of the original hookup:. The box I disassembled is marked as follows. The "front" side,
with part numbers:. The box is held together by a long rivet through the mounting hole. To get
mine apart, I drilled out the rivet head on the "back" side of the box. Then, I pried apart the three
snap-locks on the "front" side of the box - one on each side about a quarter of the way from the
bottom and one at the top center. The "front" cover can then be removed feeding the ground
wire through the hole and the guts pulled out of the box. The guts consist of three relays, eleven
resistors, four capacitors, and three transistors. I have not completely mapped this circuitry out,
other than to find that one of the transistors simply drives one of the relay coils. Some of the
circuit also must detect when a load is placed on the box by turning on the turn signals or
hazard flashers so it will start operating. I would assume that the other two transistors are in the
"classic" multi-vibrator circuit to provide a steady pulse stream. One of the relays is driven by
these pulses. One contact of this relay is connected to battery voltage, and the other is
connected to the 49a terminal, through the coil of the second relay, to provide the pulses to the
turn signals. In other words, it performs the same function as a two-terminal flasher. The
second relay mentioned above is somewhat special. Most automotive relay coils are wound with
many, many turns of very fine wire and are designed to have full battery voltage across the coil.
This one, however, is wound with a few turns of heavy wire and is designed to drop very little
voltage across the coil. The coil is wired in series between the pulsing battery voltage provided
by the first relay and the 49a output to the turn signal switch. One of its contacts is grounded,
and the other contact goes to the KBL terminal for the indicator light in the speedometer. The
effect of all this is that this second relay monitors the current being output to 49a. Only if
sufficient current flows will the contacts close, causing the speedometer indicator light to
illuminate. This is done to provide a lamp failure indication. If one of your turn signal bulbs front
or back burns out, the other bulb on that side will still flash. However, it will draw about half of
the normal current, so this second relay will not activate, keeping the speedometer indicator
light off. This is to alert you the driver that one of your bulbs is burned out. Note that if both of
your turn signal bulbs on one side are burned out or disconnected, nothing will happen when
you flip the turn signal lever to that side. Aside: The older round can flashers also provided this
function. Even on semaphore Buses, the speedometer indicator light is not simply in parallel
with the semaphore coils and lights, but is instead switched on a separate wire from a switch on
the semaphore that only closes when the semaphore is fully extended. The various US and EU
regulations usually require this kind of monitoring function for the turn signals. The third relay
is the largest and has four poles. One side of its coil is connected to terminal 30 battery voltage
at all times and the other side is connected to the -S terminal. The -S terminal is switched to
ground by the hazard switch on the dash to turn this relay on. One of the poles on this relay is
connected to the VR terminal and another pole is connected to the VL terminal. With the
hazards off relay unpowered , the relay does not connect VR or VL to anything else. With the
hazards on relay on , VR and VL are both connected to 49a. This makes the front turn signals
flash regardless of the position of the turn signal switch. The third pole performs a similar
function for the brake light. The "wiper" movable contact is connected to terminal 54f, the brake
light output. With the hazards off relay unpowered , the relay connects 54f to 54, the input from
the brake light switch on the master cylinder. With the hazards on relay powered , the relay
connects 54f to 49a, so the rear turn signal and stop lamps will flash regardless of the position
of the turn signal switch. Finally, the fourth pole basically makes sure that the turn signals only
work with the ignition on but that the hazards work anytime. The "wiper" is connected to
everything inside the box that needs battery voltage to operate. With the hazards off relay
unpowered , the relay connects the wiper to terminal 15 battery voltage with key on. With the
hazards on relay powered , the relay connects the wiper to terminal 30 battery voltage on at all
times. First, know that the 9 prong box has nothing to do with your headlights! If you are having
trouble with your headlights, look elsewhere. Also, if you can get any of the turn signal bulbs on
the car at all to flash, the 9 prong box is not the first place to look. Check out your turn signal
switch and the wiring first. Also make sure that the bulbs are not burned out, and that they are
well-seated in their sockets. Check all the fuses too. Do NOT let anything connected to this
terminal touch anything that is grounded like all of the body sheet metal or a major meltdown
WILL result! If you have one end of your jumper wire clipped to 30, pay attention to where the
other end is. It would be best to use the kind of alligator clips that have a plastic sleeve over

them. Consider making a fused jumper wire with a 16 A fuse in an inline holder. Testing: You
will either need a short piece of wire, 12 to 16 gauge 2. With the key off and turn signal and
hazard flashers off, pull the wire off terminal VL on the 9 prong box and either touch it to the
wire on terminal 30 with your friend watching the light or use the alligator clip wire to make the
connection so you can go outside and look. If you are friendless, park against a wall so you can
see the light reflected at you. If the left front light doesn't light up when you do this, there is a
problem in the wiring, with the bulb, or in the socket. Put the VL wire back on its terminal when
you've figured it out. Repeat the same test for VR: pull the wire off of VR and touch that wire to
30 and the right front light should come on. Put the VR wire back when you're done with it. To
test the rear lights and a partial checkout of the turn signal switch , do this. Pull off the wire
connected to terminal 54f and touch it to terminal Make sure both of your rear lights come on.
Now, with the key off, flip the turn signal switch into "left turn". Your left rear light should go out
but the right one should stay on. Now flip the switch to "right turn" and your left rear light
should be on and the right one should be off. If this is not as expected, the trouble is in the turn
signal switch, wiring, bulbs, or sockets. Put the wire back on 54f when you're done. Finally, to
finish checking out the turn signal switch, pull off the wire connected to terminal 49a and touch
it to terminal Flip the turn signal switch to "left turn" and both the front and rear left turn signal
lamps should come on steadily. Flip the switch over to "right turn" and both the front and rear
right turn signal lamps should come on steadily. If not, there is a problem in the turn signal
switch, wiring, bulbs, or sockets. Put the wire back on 49a when you're done. To test the
speedometer indicator light, pull off the wire connected to terminal KBL, ground it to the body,
and turn the ignition on. The indicator light should light up. If not, there is a problem with the
ignition switch, wiring, bulb, or socket. Once the indicator light is working, you can use it to
check the hazard switch. Pull off the wire connected to terminal -S and hold it and the wire from
KBL together both wires disconnected from the 9 prong box. Turn the ignition on and you
should be able to make the speedometer indicator light go on and off by operating the hazard
flasher switch. If not, there is trouble in the hazard flasher switch or its wiring. When done, turn
off the ignition and replace all wires on their terminals. To test the warning light in the hazard
switch, pull off the wire on terminal "K" on the hazard switch. Run your jumper wire from "K" on
the hazard switch to "30" on the 9-prong box. Pull out the hazard switch and the light should
come on. If not, either the bulb or socket or the grounding of the hazard switch is the trouble.
Remove the jumper and put the wire back on "K" when you're done. There are a few ways to do
this. I outline three ways: one that will get you down the road with turn signals and brake lights
but no hazard flashers, and two that almost completely duplicate the functions of the original
box. Either way is completely reversible - if you find a working 9-prong box later and want to go
back, you can do so just by unplugging this replacement and plugging the box back in. All of
this assumes that you currently have a stock setup, with no hacking on the wiring. Disconnect
your negative battery cable before fooling around with this! Only hook it back up when all wiring
is secure and ready to test. Note that red push-ons are for gauge 0. If you need to connect two
18 gauge 0. If you don't have to have emergency flashers, you can do the following. You'll need
a replacement 6v or 12v flasher 2 or 3 terminal from the auto parts store, some electrical tape,
some 14 gauge 1. Pull the wire connected to -S off of the 9 prong box and tape up the end. Pull
the wire connected to VL off of the 9 prong box and tape up the end. Pull the wire connected to
VR off of the 9 prong box and tape up the end. Pull the wire connected to 15 off of the 9 prong
box and tape up the end. Pull the wire connected to 54 off of the 9 prong box and connect it to
one end of your new wire. Pull the wire connected to 54f off of the 9 prong box and connect it to
the other end of your new wire. Tape up these connections, then temporarily reconnect your
battery negative cable and make sure your brake lights work. When you're happy, disconnect
the battery negative again and continue. Pull the wire connected to 30 off of the 9 prong box and
connect it to terminal X on your new flasher. Pull the wires connected to 49a and KBL off of the
9 prong box. If you have a 2-terminal flasher, connect both the 49a and the KBL wire to "L". You
can make up a "Y" cable using one male push-on, two short pieces of wire, and two female
push-ons, or use a ready-made adapter. When all this is hooked up, hook the battery back up,
and test your turn signals. If they work OK, mount the new turn signal flasher somewhere--just
taping or zip-tieing the metal can to one of the wiring bundles is fine. Make sure none of the
terminals can ground out on the body. The 9 prong box may still have a ground wire hooked
up--disconnect this ground wire and take the 9 prong box out of the car as you don't need it
anymore. Method 2 : Turn signals, brake lights, and hazards - relays - nearly exact duplicate of
original functionality. You'll need some 14 gauge 1. If you have a 12v VW and use a flasher, you
can get an exact duplicate of original functionality. These are generally available at your local
auto parts store, and car alarm and stereo shops. The relay must have five terminals labeled 85,
86, 30, 87, and 87a. If it doesn't have these numbers someplace on the relay, it's not the right

kind of relay. Some of the five-terminal relays sold for driving lights and such have 87 and 87a
connected together all the time, which won't work. If you have a 6v VW, it's harder to find 6v
relays. This relay has sufficient DC contact rating for automotive use, push-on connectors, and
a flange mounting. You will also need a 2. I have ordered from both companies in the past and
gotten good service. Prices are as of October, In case you're wondering about the "exact
functionality" part, it has to do with the indicator light in the speedometer. Originally, this light
is on when the outside turn signal lights are on. If you use a generic 3-terminal flasher, the
speedometer light will be off when the outside lights are on, and vice versa. The flasher has a
separate set of contacts for the indicator light, which lets you wire it to work exactly as the
original. Make a daisy chain with the wire and five push-ons like the following. Plug each female
push-on onto terminal 85 12v or either of the small terminals 6v on a relay. The male push-on
goes to the "-S" wire. Make up a daisy chain using six push-ons like the following. Hook your
battery back up temporarily and pull the hazard flasher switch out. All four relays should click
when you do this. Push it back in and they should click again. When you're happy, disconnect
the battery again. Plug the "VL" wire into terminal 30 12v or COM 6v on one of the three relays
that only has three terminals connected so far. Plug the "VR" wire into terminal 30 12v or COM
6v on one of the two relays that only has three terminals connected so far. Plug the "54f" wire
into terminal 30 12v or COM 6v on the one remaining relay that only has three terminals
connected so far. Plug the "54" wire into terminal 87a 12v or NC 6v on this same relay. Plug the
"15" wire into terminal 87a 12v or NC 6v on the "power" relay. Plug one end into terminal 30 12v
or COM 6v on the "power" relay and plug the other end into terminal "X" on the flasher. If your
flasher has four terminals the flasher , you should have one terminal left over, E. Cut a piece of
18 gauge wire long enough to reach a handy ground like a screw or bolt that goes into the body.
Put the ring terminal under the screw or bolt and plug the push-on onto the E terminal on the
flasher. Hook the battery back up and try it out! Here's a chart of the proper responses:. Once
you're happy that it's working, you need to figure out where and how to mount the relays. The
12v ones have a handy mounting tab; the 6v ones have notches in their flanges for a mount. For
the flange mount ones, it might be easier to bolt them to a thin sheet of plastic or metal, and
then mount that sheet to the body. Make sure none of the connections can ground out on the
body sheet metal! On the 6v version, it is normal for the resistor to get warm in operation - it's
dissipating around 2 to 3 watts. So make sure the resistor isn't right up against anything that
can melt, like another wire. Method 3 : Turn signals, brake lights, and hazards - bay-window
flasher switch - nearly exact duplicate of original functionality. Thanks to Tom Good and Jim
Thompson for their suggestions for this section! If you don't want to wire up all those relays
from Method 2, and you don't mind not having a "stock" hazard flasher knob on your dash, you
can use an aftermarket 6v or 12v 3-terminal flasher and a hazard flasher switch from a
bay-window Bus, A. You'll also need some 18 gauge 0. If you have a 6v Bus, you may need to
replace the 12v light bulb in the switch knob with a 6v bulb. If you can get the 9-prong box wires
to reach the dash where the new switch will be installed, great! However, you'll probably have to
make extension wires for some of the connections - just a length of wire with a female push-on
on one end and a male push-on on the other. When you connect this extension wire to the
original wire where the 9-prong box used to be, wrap the connection with electrical tape so it
doesn't short out on anything. Unplug the "K" blue wire from your old hazard light switch and
tape up the end. Cut a piece of 18 gauge wire long enough to reach from where the 9-prong box
was to a handy ground like a screw or bolt that goes into the body. Put the ring terminal under
the screw or bolt and plug the "-S" wire onto the male push-on. Unplug the brown wire from
your old hazard light switch and plug it onto the "31" terminal on the new switch. First, plug the
"30" wire onto the "30" terminal on the new switch. Use a 12 gauge extension wire as required.
Plug the "15" wire onto the "15" terminal on the new switch - for this and all other extension
wires, you can use 14 gauge wire. Plug the "54" wire onto the "54" terminal on the new switch,
and plug the "54f" wire onto the "54f" terminal on the new switch. Hook your battery back up
temporarily, turn on the ignition, and step on the brakes - your brake lights should be on. Pull
the hazard flasher switch out, and your brake lights should go off. Plug the "VR" wire onto the
"R" terminal on the new switch, and plug the "VL" wire onto the "L" terminal on the new switch.
Make up a 12 gauge wire about 6" 15cm long with female push-ons on each end. Plug the "KBL"
wire onto the "P" terminal on the new flasher. Make up a "Y" cable with two 14 gauge wires,
each about 6" 15cm long. Twist these two wires together on one end and crimp a male push-on
on the twisted wires. Crimp a female push-on on the other two ends. Plug one of the female
push-ons onto the "L" terminal on the new flasher, and the other one onto the "49a" terminal on
the new switch. Plug the male push-on onto the "49a" wire, and wrap this connection with
electrical tape. See the chart above for the proper responses. When you're happy, you need to
figure out where to mount the new flasher - just taping or zip-tieing the metal can to one of the

wiring bundles is fine. You can use a Bus relay on a Bug and just ignore the terminals for 54
and 54f, as long as the voltage matches. You can use a Bug relay on a Bus, as long as the
voltage matches, by adding one external relay for the brake light function. If anyone wants
detailed directions for this, let me know. Someone asked about adding hazard flashers to a Bus
that didn't have them from the factory. Probably the simplest way to do this using stock VW
parts is to use the hazard light switch and relay from a '63, '64, or '65 Bus. You could also use a
9-prong box or the 9-prong box replacement I have described above. When using the ''65 switch
and relay, the hazards will only work with the ignition key on. Method 1 : Adding hazard flashers
to a ''62 bus with the ''65 switch and relay. It appears that the switch simply connects all four of
its terminals together when activated, so exact terminal assignment is not important. First,
disconnect your battery negative cable. Run a 14 gauge wire from one terminal on the switch to
terminal 54 or S on your existing turn signal flasher. Both the stock wire and this new wire
should be connected to 54 or S. Again, connect this new wire in addition to the existing wire.
Temporarily reconnect the battery, turn on the ignition, and turn on the hazard switch. Both rear
lights should flash. The front ones will not flash yet. Note: If you step on the brake, the rear
lights will probably light up steadily as long as you are stepping on the brake, then go back to
flashing when you let off. When you're happy, disconnect the battery and proceed. Run an 18
gauge wire from the last terminal on the switch to terminal 86 on the relay. If the relay has a
terminal 85, run an 18 gauge wire from it to ground body sheet metal. If not, the relay grounds
through its case. Make sure the relay is well-mounted to the body for a ground. Run a 14 gauge
wire from terminal 30 on the relay to terminal 15 on your existing turn signal flasher. Both the
stock wire and this new wire should be connected to Connect the battery back up and try it. All
four lights should flash when you pull out the switch. As before, the rear lights will probably
light steadily if you step on the brakes with the hazard flashers on, although the front lights will
continue to flash. Method 2 : Adding hazard flashers to a ''62 Bus using a 9 prong box or the
replacement discussed above. For 6 volt systems, use the '66 9 prong box, and for 12 volt
systems, use the '67 or '68 9 prong box. For either system, you'll need a simple on-off switch for
the hazards. Start by disconnecting the battery negative cable. Swap wires from existing turn
signal flasher to new 9 prong box: Pull the wire off of 15 on the turn signal flasher and connect
it to 15 on the 9 prong box. Pull the wire off of 54 or S black with green and white stripes on the
turn signal flasher and connect it to 49a on the 9 prong box. Ground the brown ground wire
coming out of the 9 prong box. Temporarily reconnect the battery and try your turn signals they should work just like they did before. When you're happy, disconnect the battery again and
proceed. Run a 10 gauge wire from terminal 30 on the 9 prong box to the top end of your
leftmost fuse - the one that should already have two thick red wires on it. Run an 18 gauge wire
from terminal -S on the 9 prong box to one terminal of your new switch. Run an 18 gauge wire
from the other terminal of your new switch to ground. Connect the harness end to a piece of 14
gauge wire and run this wire to 54 on the 9 prong box. Run another 14 gauge wire from 54f on
the 9 prong box to the turn signal end of the wire you just disconnected. Hook the battery back
up and try it! The proper operation should be the same as in the chart above. The hazards
should work with the ignition on or off, and stepping on the brakes with the hazards on will have
no effect. When you're done, check again that your brake lights are working properly. They're
important! I hope this helps! Please let me know if you find errors or omissions in this
document. Work fast with our official CLI. Learn more. If nothing happens, download GitHub
Desktop and try again. If nothing happens, download Xcode and try again. If nothing happens,
download the GitHub extension for Visual Studio and try again. Port layer for given host
microcontroller has to be implemented, if not available. Details can be found in section below.
Please refer to ports in port directory. If enabled, serial flasher is capable of verify flash integrity
after writing to memory. Note: in case, no compile definitions are provided, ESP32 is set as
target and MD5 check is enabled by default. In order to compile the project, stmcmake cmake
support package has to be pulled as submodule. If you have cloned this repository without the
--recursive flag, you can initialize the submodule using the following command:. Skip to
content. Branches Tags. Nothing to show. Go back. Launching Xcode If nothing happens,
download Xcode and try again. Latest commit. Git stats 49 commits. Failed to load latest
commit information. View code. Known limitations Size of new binary image has to be known
before flashing. Resources Readme. Releases No releases published. Packages 0 No packages
published. Contributors 5. You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to refresh your
session. You signed out in another tab or window. County: Morton. Library details: Flasher
Public Library is a Public library. This library is affiliated with Flasher Public Library view map.
The collection of the library contains 4, volumes. The library circulates 3,
parts diagram for stihl ms170
2002 mercury villager knock sensor

2002 acura rsx fuse box diagram

items per year. The library serves a population of residents. Administration: The director of the
library is Jeanne Conti. Organizational structure: This is a publicly funded and managed library.
Automation Survey: We are conducting a study on the automation systems used in libraries.
This survey should be completed by a person familiar with your libraries use of. Record History:
This listing was created on Oct 5, and was last modified on Aug 9, Updates: Corrections or
Updates? Registered members of Library Technology Guides can submit updates to library
listings in libraries. Registration is free and easy. Already registered? Or, you can report
corrections just by sending a message to Marshall Breeding. This directory is a component of
Library Technology Guides. Please contact Marshall Breeding to report corrections about
information listed for this library. Follow Marshall on. View Detailed Statistics. Identifiers
libraries. Maintained by Marshall Breeding terms of service Copyright

